CROSSWORD
No. 15,890 Set by WANDERER

ACROSS
1, 4 Struggling to sleep? Try porn – hot stuff! (6,8)
9 Fiction by great German chemist (6)
10 Bloomer having a toilet wrongly shut (8)
12 Posh ride around the earth? (8)
13 Adult and kid relaxed (2,4)
15, 16 Former prolific scorer tried without finishing in Arsenal game (4,7)
20, 21 Prince hit hard by bishop and essayist taking part in immature liaisons (7,4)
25 Side one (6)
26 Graphical representation of pub talk? That’s about right (3,5)
28 Dancer, possibly Irene Short, gyrating at stag party? (8)
29 Actors ordered manbags (6)
30, 31 Second of houses close to the sea: robber’s source of lucky loot? (3-5,6)

DOWN
1 Name lass working as shop assistant? (8)
2 Where one might find cap for a sort of projector (8)
3 Label King George put on European refugee (6)
5, 14 Late actor holding vigil for one of the 8 (4,7)
6 Long Island lacks one conifer (4,4)
7 Making the ear flap warm up again (6)
8 Toadies from Sweden in Asian republic (3-3)
11, 27 Actor uses one vegetable, mostly green, cooked following recipe (7,4)
14 See 5
17 Appearing more embarrassed by second husband’s office equipment (8)
18 Suspicious old man fled before rendering of “I do” (8)
19 Remove part of sailor’s digestive system? (8)
22 Book a tour out below Quebec (6)
23 One’s about to race as fast as the wind? (6)
24 Caught a group of spies sitting under a tree (6)
27 See 11

Solution 15,889